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Abstract. We present for the first time results on final hadron production, with
and without strangeness content, in Ultrarelativistic Heavy Ion Collisions at
RHIC and LHC center of mass energies obtained combining a full 3+1D relativistic Boltzmann transport approach with a statistical hadronization mechanism. The non-perturbative interaction between quarks and gluons is described
by means of a quasi-particle approach that permits to have an Equation of State
close to lattice QCD. The resulting framework naturally includes both shear
and bulk viscous effects. The 3+1D full transport evolution is converted to
hadrons by mean of a realistic freeze-out hypersurface considering all known
hadron resonances and by performing resonance decays. We present results on
charged-hadron multiplicity, identified-particle spectra and identified-particle
elliptic flow of π, K and p produced at RHIC and LHC energies for different
centralities.

1 Introduction
Relativistic viscous hydrodynamics is able to describe very well many observables in Ultra
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions (uRHICs) such as final hadron spectra and elliptic flow in
the low pT region [1–6]. Usually, such an approach makes use of a statistical hadronization
mechanism [7–9] which converts the information contained in the energy-momentum tensor
to final hadrons applying the CF (Cooper-Frye) formula [10] on a freeze-out hypersurface.
This framework allows to put constraints on QGP properties: they are fixed from the beginning of a simulation and drive the dynamical evolution. Anyway, in order to transfer the
viscous correction information δT µν to the final hadron particle distribution function an ansatz
is needed for the deviation δ f . Further, it does not allow for arbitrary far from-equilibrium
initial conditions. A transport approach can self-consistently overcome both these problem
because the one-particle distribution function is always known during the dynamical evolution. For these reasons we developed a transport approach at fixed η/s which permits to have
direct comparison with viscous hydrodynamics and to investigate specific dissipation properties of QGP. In order to test the validity of our approach we perform statistical hadronization
on a hydro-like freeze-out hypersurface at fixed temperature extracted with our code and we
directly compare the resulting hadron observables with experimental data.
© The Authors, published by EDP Sciences. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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2 The transport equation and the statistical hadronization
In our approach, we describe the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) by solving Relativistic Transport
Boltzmann (RTB) equations developed to study the dynamics of the matter created in uRHICs
[11–15]:


 
1
µ
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C f is the collision integral for 2 → 2 collision processes. In our approach non-pertubative
effects are encoded by using a quasi-particle model (QPM) with thermal masses determined
in order to reproduce lattice QCD equation of state [16]. The collision integral is gauged to
the desired η/s through the Chapmann-Enskog approximation and is computed by means of a
stochastic algorithm [17, 18]. The energy-momentum tensor is evaluated during the dynamical evolution of f on a (x, y, Y s )-grid, with Y s the longitudinal space rapidity, according to the
formula
µ
1  pi pνi
T cµν =
,
(2)
Ntest Vc i∈c p0i
where Ntest is the number of test particles per real particle, Vc the cell volume, pµi the test
particle 4-momentum and being the sum over all test particles in the c-cell. From that we
self-consistently extract the local temperature T , the thermal mass and local flow uµ . We
then interpolate a freeze-out hypersurface Σ at fixed temperature and we give it in input to
THERMINATOR 2 code [19] which performs statistical hadronization task. It is a MonteCarlo event generator that produces final hadrons by using the following CF formula:

3
0 d Nh
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being ddpN3h the spectrum for the h-resonance, sh the relative spin quantum number and fh the
following equilibrium distribution:
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1
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±1 ,
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T
(2π)3
where the sign is chosen according to the statistics of the resonance. Customizations of this
formula which use modified versions of the distribution function to take into account local
deviation from equilibrium are of course possible but for a first test of our approach we consider Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions only. All known hadronic resonances from
the SHARE package [20] are considered for primordial particle production on Σ and resonance decays are subsequently performed on unstable particles. In this way it is potentially
possible to extract all final hadron observables to be compared with the available data from
RHIC and LHC experimental collaborations in order to fix the free parameters, which are
the initial central temperature T 0 for the most central collision, the freeze-out temperature
T
√FO and η/s. In particular we studied AuAu collisions
√ at RHIC with a center of mass energy
s = 200 AGeV and PbPb collision at LHC with s = 2.76 ATeV.

3 Results
We show only results for semi-peripheral LHC collisions. We initialize the system at fixed
proper time τ0 = 0.25 fm/c. Initialization of test particles space coordinates is performed
in the transverse plane by scaling particle number density or energy density according to an
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OGM (Optical Glauber Model) with mixed contributions from number of wounded nucleons
Npart and binary collisions Ncoll and with a tilted function of rapidity. Instead, the longitudinal
profile has a plateau in the mid rapidity region with gaussian tails whose parameters are set
to reproduce final pseudorapidity hadron yields. In momentum space we distribute according
to a 3D isotropic thermal distribution with Bjorken flow. In Figure 1 on the left we show the
mid-rapidity spectra for pion, kaon and proton (filled curves) obtained in a semi-peripheral
LHC collision at b = 7.7 fm with T 0 = 670 MeV, T FO = 145 MeV and η/s = 1/4π, and
the corresponding ALICE data [21, 22] for the centrality class 20-30 %. The pion and kaon
spectra are quite well reproduced over all the pT region shown while protons are slightly
underestimated above 1.5 GeV. We attribute this fact to the missing hadronic afterburner
which can have a significant effect for heavier particles, and which could be taken into account
in future works by using other more sophisticated numerical code like SMASH [23]. On
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Figure 1. Left panel: Identified hadron spectra of π (orange curve), K (red line) and p+anti-p (blu
√
curve) for PbPb collisons at s = 2.76TeV. Circle, triangles and square point are experimental data
√
from ALICE collaboration taken from [21]. Right panel: elliptic flow v2 for Pb+Pb collision at s =
2.76TeV of π, K, p for 20-30 % centrality cut and at mid-rapidity. Experimental data taken from [22]

the right of Figure 1 we show, for the same system, the differential elliptic flow caused by
the initial space anisotropy. This final momentum anisotropy is due only to the shape of
the freeze-out hypersurface and local flow information interpolated on it because we don’t
consider any non-equilibrium effect in the hadron distribution function. Nevertheless, we
have a good agreement with experimental data. We have also observed a strong dependence
of this quantity from the initial mixing factor of the OGM, which seems to suggest that a
greater contribution should be considered from Ncoll at LHC energies.

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that this framework is able to reproduce quite well final hadron
observables and we believe that it is still possible a further fine tuning on the free parameters
to have a better agreement with experimental data [24]. This validation test opens the way
to many possible applications of this code. One of the most intriguing perspective is the
possibility to make a direct comparison between a microscopic hadronization model like
coalescence plus fragmentation [25, 26] with a macroscopic one like the SHM presented here
using an underlying common framework. Furthermore, we are planning to investigate in
the next future the isotropization and hydrodynamization processes of a strongly interacting
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system which starts with non-equilibrium initial conditions by looking for hydrodynamic
attractors of a realistic massive gas.
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